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Abstract—The increasing share of distributed energy resources
and renewable energy in power systems results in a highly
variable and less controllable energy production. Therefore, in
order to ensure stability and to reduce the infrastructure and
operation cost of the power grid, flexible and controllable demand
is needed. The research area of demand side management is still
very much in flux and several options are being presented which
can all be used to manage loads in order to achieve a flexible
and more responsive demand. These different control schemes
are developed with different organization of the power sector
in mind and thus can differ significantly in their architecture,
their integration into the various markets, their integration into
distribution network operation and several other aspects. This
paper proposes a classification of load control policies for demand
side management in smart buildings, based on external behavior:
direct, indirect, transactional and autonomous control; internal
operation: decision support system scope, control strategy, failure
handling and architecture. This classification assists in providing
an overview of the control schemes as well as different ways of
representing a building.

I. INTRODUCTION

In most of today’s power systems, nuclear, hydro and fossil
power plants provide the majority of energy production [1],
[2], while peak consumption is matched by regulation plants
and power exchange between grids. However, in the last two
decades factors such as the increased global energy demand,
speculation on fossil fuels, and global warming have generated
a high interest in Renewable Energy Resources (RES) and
Electric Vehicles (EVs). For example, in Denmark the wind
power is planned to supply approximately 50% of the demand
by the year 2020 [3]. In this context, power systems will
have to face challenges such as accommodating a highly-
variable and less controllable distributed energy production,
and reducing the peak demand. In order to avoid or delay
large investments in grid infrastructures and storage facilities,
already existing consumption units can be enabled with control
capabilities. Demand Side Management (DSM) is a promising
technology for power balancing in future energy systems.

A classification of control policies for DSM focusing
on smart buildings, presented in this paper, can help with
the selection of a DSM controller for a specific application,
provide comparison criteria between technologies, and help in
the standardization process.

WBCSD2 estimates that in most countries buildings ac-
count approximately for the 30-40% of total energy consump-
tion [4], therefore controlling buildings with Home Automa-
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tion Systems (HAS) with remote control can enhance overall
demand flexibility. It is assumed, in this context, that a smart
building is equipped with controllable appliances and smart
devices in order to enable flexible consumption. As many
research projects have investigated different approaches to
DSM in smart buildings, this paper presents an overview of
selected DSM systems and proposes a classification for control
schemes for Distributed Energy Resources (DERs).

This paper is organized as follows: in Section II control
policies are classified depending on external behavior. This
section presents general DSM control policies not only for
buildings, but any DER present in the Distribution Grid. In
Section III control policies are classified by internal operation
of the HAS, and in Section IV building representation is de-
scribed. Section V presents an overview of selected DSM and
HAS systems and describes how the proposed classification
can be applied to some of the related control policies. DER
Control comparison criteria and useful simulation tool are
introduced in section VI. Conclusions and future work are
outlined in Section VII.

II. EXTERNAL BEHAVIOR

Independently of the reference architecture chosen for the
future Smart Grid, different types of interactions between
actors can be proposed and DER control policies defined. The
external behavior characterizes the interactions of DER with
other entities in the architecture, such as other controllers,
utilities or energy traders in terms of communication type and
information exchange.
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Fig. 1. DER control matrix for demand side management.

The classification based on external behavior contains pos-
sible mechanisms within DER of reacting on signals received
form other actors in the Smart Grid. In the Demand Side
Management domain control policies are usually divided into
direct and indirect, for example as proposed in [5] and [6]. In
this paper a DSM control policies classification is presented



proposing four categories: autonomous, direct, indirect and
transactional control. Figure 1 depicts a proposed classifica-
tion mapped onto communication type and the location of
the decision making process. Direct control uses an external
controller with a central decision making process to determine
DER operation, where in case of autonomous, indirect and
transaction control policies the DER is responsible for local
decisions.

A. Direct Control

Direct control is a technique based on issuing specific
commands to controllable DERs. The decision on DER oper-
ation is taken by an external controller that embeds the main
intelligence and has a knowledge of the DER status. In the
direct control scheme an external controller has specific and
detailed information about the DER operation.

A direct controller uses two-way or one-way unicast com-
munication to exchange information with a DER . In case of
one-way communication a DER is obliged to follow control
commands. The only deviation from expected behavior can
occur due to operational limit violation or failures. In case of
bidirectional communication each DER is obliged to acknowl-
edge the received command. A DER informs the external con-
troller whether the control command can be executed or not,
and provides the controller with the DER status. Commands
sent by the external controller may vary depending on the DER
type and communication protocol.

Gehrke et. al [7] presented direct load control schemes,
depending on the information type exchanged between the
controller and a DER: deferred consumption, delta consump-
tion, scheduled operation and direct power control. Load
control schemes can be extended to cover both consumption
and production, therefore DER operation control schemes are
defined as follows:

1) Deferred operation: The consumption or production of
a certain amount of energy is shifted in time, as presented
in Figure 2(A). Neither the amount of consumed or produced
power, nor duration of the operation is modified. The signal
that is received by the DER is of type ∆t, which represents a
required delay of operation.

2) Delta operation: The amount of energy consumed or
produced by the controlled DER is decreased or increased by
an offset of ∆P , called power difference, see Figure 2(B).
Decrease in consumption might result in increase in duration
of the operation, for example in operation of thermal loads like
a heat-pump.

3) Scheduled operation: The DER is provided with an
operation schedule s, consisting of time series of power set
points and time stamps, where s = {(ti, Pi)}, i ∈ N, as shown
in Figure 2(C).

4) Direct power control: At run-time the DER is provided
with a power set point, P , as depicted in in Figure 2(D).

Each DER is equipped with a local controller for low-
level hardware control, which is responsible for performing
the necessary actions in order to meet the requirements set
by the external controller. A direct controller, by using an
optimized mix of the direct control schemes presented above,
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Fig. 2. Operation schemes for DER direct control: (A) Deferred operation,
(B) Delta operation, (C) Scheduled operation, (D) Direct power control.

can operate units in order to provide such services as: voltage
and frequency regulation, load shedding, valley filling. In the
control-by-services scheme high level commands are issued
to a DER to control a previously defined service. In this type
of direct control a DER service, for example a voltage control,
is decoupled from a DER type, for example a wind turbine [8].

B. Indirect Control

In a power system context, indirect control is a way of
managing a DER by issuing signals which might or might
not affect its operation. Heussen et. al. in [6] define two
characteristics of the indirect control: ”indirectness of the
relationship between control objective and observables”, and
”local and independent decision making of the DER makes
its behavior non-deterministic”. The DER accepts the control
signals but it is not obliged to either react to the signal or
send any feedback. Lack of the feedback implies that indirect
control requires only one-way communication to transfer the
control signal from external controller to a DER. Indirect
control can uses broadcast to propagate messages, any DER
can simply choose to listen to commands at any time.

Scalability, as defined by Tanenbaum [9], is a characteristic
of a system that remains effective when there is a significant
increase in number of resources or users. Broadcast signals
propagated in the indirect control scheme can be received
by any number of units, in contrast to single addressing in
unicast communication in the direct control scheme. Scalability
of the indirect control makes it suitable for systems with
high uncertainty in DER number, type and external influence
factors, for example power systems with changing topology.

The indirect control advantages are simplified protocols,
exchanged data and interfaces. DERs can follow thair private
and dynamic objectives and prioritize local goals. In com-
parison to direct control, predictability of the DER response
is lower, due to its non-deterministic behavior. To reduce
mismatch between control objective and the actual response,
DER models including relationship between signal and the
response are needed [6]. If the field measurements of the power



consumption are available, it is possible to infer reaction of a
DER by the impact they have on the grid.

Heussen et.al. [6] classifie indirect control into four cate-
gories: control with indirect functional variables, independent
local control, indirect control via price signals and control
with internal market platform. In this paper independent local
control (called here autonomous control) and control with
internal market platform (called here transactional control) are
separated from indirect control as depicted in Figure 1 and
described in section II-D. Indirect control, following [6], is
divided into two categories:

1) Control with indirect functional variables: A control
scheme in which a signal containing a functional variable is
sent from an external controller to a DER in order to influence
the DER operation. An example of a functional variable can be
a local set-point thermostat temperature in a heating system.
The external controller objective is to modify heating system
power consumption without knowledge of heaters state. Since
the state is unknown and there is no control feedback, the
system response is non-deterministic. Observable or estimated
aggregated response, for example the heating system power
consumption, can be used to generate the functional variable
signal. Statistical models can be used to reduce the mismatch
between the control objective and the system response.

2) Indirect control via price signals: A control scheme
based on issuing energy prices to DERs in order to alternate
its operation. Indirect control via price signals is further
divided into instantaneous price operation and scheduled price
operation. In the instantaneous price operation scheme the
control signal consists of a single price p and time stamp
signal that states the time when the price becomes valid. In the
scheduled price operation, the signal is a schedule s of future
prices, consisting of time series of prices and time stamps ,
where s = {(ti, pi)}, i ∈ N.

C. Transactional control

Transactional control, called also market-based control
[10], or control with internal market platform [6] refers to a
control strategy based on negotiations in a bid-based market.
In transactional control DERs are competing for one or more
resources on an equilibrium market with the use of bids.
After the end of the the transaction DERs can optimize their
production or consumption with use of the equilibrium value
determined by the market. The main goal of the transactional
control is to distribute resources efficiently by taking into
account correlated needs of different DERs [11]. A DER inde-
pendently decides about the bidding amount and autonomously
plan the control accordingly to the winning bid.

Price-based transactional control combines the price nego-
tiation features with local biding strategy, resulting in resource
allocation based on individual DER needs without revealing
its operation strategy. The decisions about DER operation and
offered bids are taken locally, the market is constructed to find
a price equilibrium for participating DERs.

D. Autonomous control

DER controllers can be designed to take decisions based
on local signals, such as frequency or voltage measurements.

In this way each single unit can participate in frequency
or voltage regulation independently. Due to the use of local
measurements, this kind of control is characterized by a fast
response and it does not need a communication infrastructure
or higher-level control entities. While such DER does not need
any supervision, and works autonomously, it can provide a
valuable local power system service.

In this section, the external behavior of the controller was
characterized by direct, indirect, transactional and autonomous
control mechanisms. Another characteristic on which it is pos-
sible to classify control policies is the internal DER operation,
which is described in the following section. This classification
focuses on a particular type of DER, a controllable building. In
the context of the power system a smart building is referred to
a controllable building capable of accepting commands from
external controllers, managing and supervising the operation
of all internal subsystems.

III. INTERNAL OPERATION

The internal operation of a controller in a building regards
all the inner actions taken by the controller and it can be
characterized by the scope of the decision support system,
control strategy, failure handling and architecture.

A. Decision support system scope

Depending on the information a controller is provided with,
it can operate on the basis of different techniques. In the
domain of Demand Side Management three types of decision
support system can be recognized based on the controller
decision scope: past, present and future (Fig. 3).

Knowledge 
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Pattern 
recognition

On-line 
adaptation

Predictive 
control

Past Present Future

Fig. 3. Decision support system scopes.

1) Knowledge interpretation: The general knowledge about
a specific domain is interpreted to support decision making
mechanism. Knowledge can be fixed or learned form the
historical data.

2) Pattern recognition: A decision is based on historical
data by performing pattern recognition. Historical data may
be both gathered at runtime, during device operation, or
provided as a calibration set by the manufacturer. Historical
data can also be used to track users behavior patterns, devices
consumption models or to relate power consumption to time
of day or day of week.

3) Online adaptation: Online adaptation is based on logic
that uses information gathered at run-time to adapt to changing
conditions and does not take into account the control actions
taken previously.

4) Predictive control: A prediction of users behavior or
devices power consumption is used for optimal scheduling of
house power consumption. This prediction can be based on
available models, historical data or both. Information provided



by other entities, such as weather forecast source, can be used
to plan unit operation to fit changing environmental conditions.

Intelligent controllers can combine presented scopes and
use historical, live data and forecasts in their decision support
system. For example a DER consumption model can be
created from historical data and general domain knowledge
and updated with live data. This model can be then used
together with weather forecasts to produce a DER consumption
prediction.

B. Control strategy

In the run-time a controller may be flexible toward a change
of its control strategy. The control strategy can be classified
as static, flexible and re-configurable. Static controllers work
with a defined control strategy that is not changed, while
flexible controllers implement several control strategies that
can be switched during the unit operation on the basis of local
measurements or third party information provided by external
controllers. On the other hand, reconfigurable controllers are
designed to modify the internal logic based on external in-
fluences. Advanced reconfigurable controllers can implement
machine learning, defined as ability of computer systems to
automatically improve with experience [12]. Although the con-
trollers belonging to this latter class offer great flexibility, their
behavior is subject to a continuous tuning process, therefore it
might be difficult to predict.

C. Failure handling

Resilience, defined by Rieger [13], is an ability of a control
system to remain effective despite of disturbances, assuring
safe and secure operation of the controlled components. In the
context of the power system, the ability to sustain grid services
is connected to failure handling: detection, diagnosis, masking
and tolerating. Faults can include hardware and software faults,
for example fail-stop, crash or omission (including connection
failures). In this section control schemes for failure handling
are divided into two categories: mask or tolerate.

1) Mask failures: Failures that are detected can be hidden
or made less critical. Software controllers using techniques to
mask failures can try to reconnect to other software compo-
nents, for example a database, switch to another source of data,
for example search for the nearest weather station.

2) Tolerate failures: A controller implements failure toler-
ation if it continues to work even if part of the external system
or internal modules have failed. Some of the software modules
of the controller can fail: communication interface, data logger,
external data might not arrive when expected or databases can
refuse the connection. A controller that tolerates failures can
perform gentle degradation. In the case of severe faults in the
external system, controller can switch to a simple autonomous
control or apply default settings.

In the context of power system, the external controllabil-
ity of a DER that implements failure masking or tolerance
depends on the type of failure handling that was chosen for
the controller architecture. DERs, whose operation is based
on continuous information retrieval, such as price signals in
indirect control or power set points in direct control scheme,
get affected in their operation in case of failure of connec-
tion. In this case, the DER controller may switch to other

optimization objectives, like maximization of user comfort or
following a flexible behavior pattern. Therefore the DER is
no longer offering services to the grid. A control policy can
also be unaffected by faults when a DER performs a service
that is independent of continuous communication with external
controllers. For example, direct control with a schedule allows
DERs to operate, once received the operation schedule, until
the scheduled instructions finish without receiving any further
information. Also DERs controlled with local signals can
continue operating, since local measurements are independent
of the communication with an external controller.

D. Architecture

The internal architecture of a controller managing a DER
can be centralized, decentralized, distributed or hierarchical.

1) Centralized architecture: In the case of a centralized
architecture, the central component has a complete view of
the system and takes decisions regarding units operation. All
decisions need to be made in the central component. Central-
ized software architecture brings advantages of concentrating
the controller’s functions in a single component, that is able
to perform system level optimization, it is also able to judge
system state and harmonize all performed actions. On the other
hand the central component is both a single point of failure
and might introduce the bottleneck of the system, therefore
centralized architecture should be designed carefully.

2) Decentralized architecture: In the decentralized archi-
tecture, a control task is taken away from the central con-
troller, decomposed into sub-tasks and delegated to different
subsystems [14]. In the decentralized architecture there are no
couplings between subsystems, their operation is autonomous.

3) Distributed architecture: In the case of distributed soft-
ware architecture, subsystems take local decisions based on
information exchange with other subsystems [14]. In this
architecture subsystems might have the same or different and
possibly conflicting goals [15]. Consensus can be reached
by a negotiation process. Such a scheme allows cooperation,
resources negotiation and exchange of information.

4) Hierarchical architecture: A system has a hierarchical
architecture if different layers of abstraction can be distin-
guished [14]. Levels are introduced to reduce complexity,
usually highest layer models system characteristics and lower
layers represent detailed characteristics.

Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) is a very popular program-
ming paradigm that allows implementation of all presented
architectures. A MAS mostly implements distributed and hi-
erarchical architectures, where responsive agents encapsulate
different behavior and follow own goals while cooperating or
competing with other agents for resources.

Optimal, reliable and flexible solutions can be achieved
using any controller software architecture, and the choice
depends on the application and system requirements. As it has
been presented in this section, control policies can be classified
by their internal operation. Characterization based on decision
support system scope, control strategy, failure handling and
software architecture were presented.

The concept of demand response uses the controllability of
DERs to provide power system services. In order to control



a building, a representation of the building and all devices
consuming and producing power in it needs to be defined.
Section IV presents a proposed building representation and its
impact on the external building behavior towards other actors
in the power system in direct, indirect and transactional control
policies.

IV. BUILDING REPRESENTATION

A building may not be viewed a uniform DER, it can
a collection of separate subsystems, for example: HVAC,
lighting systems, appliances and different devices coexisting
in a space, all supplied from the same grid connection. How
a single house is represented in the power system context is
important for the control strategy. A building can be defined
as a single DER or as a collection of systems that are defined
as separate DERs as presented in Figure 4.

(A) (B)

Fig. 4. Building representation the power system for control and aggregation.
(A) building represented as a single DER, (B)- building represented as a
collection of DERs, HAS - Home Automation System, G - gateway, I-
interface.

1) Building represented as a single DER: A building is a
consumer or a prosumer (both consumer and producer) that
can be controlled externally through an interface to an internal
HAS. The HAS communicates with the external controller and
operate devices in the house, as depicted in Figure 4(A). For
the external controller a house is a controllable single unit.
An interface to communicate between external controller and
HAS need to be implemented.

2) Building represented as a collection of DERs: The
building subsystems are for example heating, ventilation, hot
water, lighting systems, appliances and all devices that are
permanently or temporarily in the house. This list could also
include electric vehicles or any other batteries, production units
like: microCHP, generators, photovoltaics or wind turbines. In
this case the gateway only passes the request from a high
level controller to a DER and all subsystems are controlled
individually. In this type of the building representation, a single
HAS is replaced with a gateway translating from external to
internal communication, as presented in Figure 4(B). In this
case DERs need to implement an interface and data exchange
protocols in order to be controlled remotely. These interfaces
and protocols can differ form one DER to another, because
every subsystem in the building can be controlled using a
different technology implemented by different vendors.

Depending on which of the two building representations
is used the control strategy differs. Following sections present
influence of the building representation on direct, indirect and
transactional control.

A. Direct control

If a building is represented as a single DER, it can
be operated directly by an external controller. The HAS is
responsible for dispatching tasks to different units and man-
aging the requested power system service. In this case the
existing HAS communication can be used to control devices.
The HAS needs to implement an interface to the external
controller and new power management functions responsible
for providing power system services. Depending on the type of
direct control, a HAS needs to implement additional features.
For all direct control schemes a device operation schedule
is needed. Since only the aggregated operation of the house
is visible to the external controller, a HAS needs to create
and update a schedule of operation. In order to properly
schedule devices operation, especially in residential buildings,
a HAS needs to recognize user preferences and behavior, and
implement device models. Delta operation and direct power
control schemes need on-line adaptation, since requests that
are received concern only instantaneous consumption. Control
signals received in deferred and scheduled operation schemes
contains information about the future operation, therefore
optimal device operation schedule can be produced.

In case of representing a house as a collection of DERs,
all subsystems need to be individually controlled. Since many
technologies can co-exist in one building, either standardized
interfaces to DER should be used or the external controller
needs to implement many specific interfaces to DERs. Since
there is no HAS controlling the total house consumption and
production, DER aggregated operation needs to be managed
at the external controller level.

B. Indirect control

For a building represented as a single DER, a price signal
can be sent to a HAS in order to control it indirectly. In the
case of the instantaneous price operation scheme, a single price
signal is used to influence the building operation, therefore
HAS needs on-line adaptation and a mechanism to recognize
if the price is low or high, usually based on historical data and
user preferences. In the case of the scheduled price operation
scheme, the HAS uses a prices signal to schedule devices’
operation or plan the future operation of the entire building.
In this case HAS internal communication infrastructure can be
reused, because devices does need to receive price signals, but
receive only control signals.

If a building is represented as a collection of DERs, the
price signal is passed to individual DERs present in the house.
The control decision is taken locally in the DER based on
the received price. The DER need to interpret the price and,
depending on the implemented indirect control scheme, adapt
online to the received price or use prediction and received
future energy prices to schedule its own operation. The existing
HAS communication in the building can be reused, but the
communication protocols and DER interface needs to be
implemented to be able to pass the price signal to a DER.

C. Transactional control

With transactional control, a building that is represented
asa single DER acts as a single entity bidding in a local
market. The HAS coordinates and schedules operation of the



entire building depending on the winning bid. If a building is
represented as a collection of DERs, every subsystem can bid
directly on the local market. Additional coordination between
subsystems connected to a single point in the power grid might
be needed to execute committed bids.

As discussed in this section, the representation of a building
has an influence on the DER control scheme. For a building
represented as a collection of DERs more coordination is
required on the level of the external controller, as separate
subsystems are connected to a single point in the power grid.

V. OVERVIEW OF SELECTED DSM SYSTEMS AND HAS

In this section examples of proposed controllers and archi-
tectures in the smart grids research domain are presented. The
section is organised according to the presented control classi-
fication, dividing the existing research into external behaviour
and internal operation, focusing on the home automation
systems. Examples of different representation if the building
are included in the presented overview.

A. External behaviour

1) Direct control: A Virtual Power Plant (VPP) is a flexible
representation of a group of responsive DERs [16]. A VPP
is created to represent it in a single portfolio of services
to the power system. An example of a VPP using direct
control is Power Hub [17], [18], a research project developed
and implemented by Dong Energy1, a Danish energy utility,
power producer and energy trader. PowerHub is a VPP directly
controlling consumption and production units, using load and
flexibility prediction tools, and providing an interface to use
the VPP in connection to commercial ancillary services and
energy markets. Power Hub’s external controller uses two-way
communication to retrieve DER’s 24 hour operation schedule
with operational flexibility, which defines acceptable variations
from the given schedule. The Power Hub external controller
manages DERs directly by sending start/stop commands and
continuous varying consumption set point to the DER (power
in kW).

2) Indirect control: A VPP can also use the indirect control
scheme to manage DERs. Price-responsive controllers for
power systems were proposed in [19], and have been a subject
of different research and demonstration projects [20], [21],
[22]. An extended overview of indirect control challenges and
technical considerations were presented in [23]. Examples of
indirect control schemes presented in this paper can be found
in [6]. Price signals propagated in the indirect control scheme
need to be adapted to the aggregated response received form
the VPP, price signal evaluation with use of models, forecast
and hardware-in-the-loop method was presented in [24].

3) Transactional control: PowerMatcher [25] is an ex-
ample of a demand response architecture using price-based
transactional control scheme. PowerMatcher is based on a
multi-agent platform for the integration and management of
small and medium-sized DERs in the low voltage grid [25].
In the PowerMatcher platform, the distribution grid is clustered
into logical trees, which have a single root, called Auctioneer
agent. A cluster of DERs is managed by the Auctioneer to

1www.dongenergy.dk

fulfil a specific goal, for example providing a power system
service as a VPP. The Auctioneer operates a local energy pool-
market within the cluster, on which the DERs can place bids.
After all bids are collected, the Auctioneer agent searches the
equilibrium price. This price is then broadcast to all DERs,
who can allocate their production and consumption according
to the price and their bid. The PowerMatcher concept was
demonstrated in the PowerMatching City, consisting in 22
Dutch homes located in a suburb of Hoogkerk [26].

Another example of the price-based transactional con-
trol architecture is the Olympic Peninsula Project [20]. The
testbed demonstration in the Olympic Peninsula, Washington,
was designed, implemented and conducted by The Pacific
Northwest National Lab [20]. The experiment was designed
to deal with transmission and distribution congestion, load
shifting and peak shaving. The set-up consisted of residential,
commercial and municipal loads and distributed generators
bidding into and responding to the local 5-minute market.
The shadow market proposed in this project uses auction
and biding process, which are settled a priori each every
5 minutes in order to establish a price. Appliances in the
residential units offered voluntary response upon price signal.
For commercial and municipal units, the price response was
negotiated individually. A research on the market design for
the price-based transactional control was done as a part of the
ADDRESS project [27].

4) Autonomous control: Autonomously controlled power
system services, for example frequency and voltage regulations
have been a subject of research of many scientific papers.
An autonomous frequency control in microgrid is presented
in [28]. Asynchronous frequency and voltage control on a
building level performed by separate devices was presented
in [29].

B. Internal operation

The home automation system internal operation was di-
vided into four categories: decision support scope, control
strategy, fault handling and architecture.

1) Decision support system scope: An example of a system
using knowledge representation and interpretation is an expert
system using PROLOG for power system fault diagnosis [30].
The work presented in [30] is continued to propose Fault
diagnosis using Petri net in [31]. A Predictive control example
can be found in [32] and references within. A Predictive
control system for a house heating system using a building
thermal model is presented in [33]. This approach combined
knowledge condensed in the building model, weather and
power price prediction with user preferences to produce an
optimal 24 hour building operation schedule. A HAS based
on online adaptation algorithm is presented in [34], where
the requests coming from the heating system are accepted
or rejected on the basis of available power from the grid
and internal rooms temperatures. The proposed scheduling
algorithm is heuristic-driven, in favor of a best-effort solution.
Therefore, the optimality of the on-line scheduling is not
guaranteed. Such characteristic is traded-off with algorithm
simplicity and ability to adapt to changing setup.

2) Control strategy: Many building controllers appearing in
scientific papers are designed to target a single optimization



problem and are not designed to change control strategy, for
example [33] implementing a Model Predictive Control algo-
rithm, and are called static in this control strategy classifica-
tion. Other building controllers implementing flexible control
strategy, usually called platforms, allows switching between
different modes. For example device controller implemented in
the Olympic Peninsula Project [20] is able to switch between
two control strategies: on-line, externally controllable price-
responsive state to default, autonomous state, after the connec-
tion was lost. Both flexible and reconfigurable control strategy
techniques were used in home automation system presented
in [29]. In this system devices in a building were equipped
in behavior descriptions - containers for different behavior
patterns designed for a specific device type. A device that
had many device description could switch from one strategy
to another, for example when a connection was lost a heater
switched from price based indirect control to autonomous
frequency control. Machine learning techniques were used
to modify its internal logic(policies) in the run-time. This
HAS implemented very simple reconfiguration technique: code
mobility, where policy for a device was designed externally,
planted and run in the device, without restarting the software.

3) Fault handling: In the Olympic Peninsula Project [20]
all controlled units in the building were equipped with local
controllers that made decisions based on received price. In case
of faults on the Internet communication link, lasting for more
than 5 minutes, units switch to a default mode. The controller
used both fault handling techniques first masking the failure -
attempted to reconnect for 5 minutes and then tolerating the
failure - switched to the default control objective, user comfort,
and was not responsive to the external signals.

4) Architecture: Centralized controller architecture was
presented in [33]. A single module implements heating system
optimization performing model predictive control with inputs
of heaters state, weather conditions, weather prediction and
a 24 hour prediction of power price, and output of the opti-
mized schedule of power consumption minimizing the heating
cont while maintaining user comfort. Hierarchical control
architecture is presented in [35], where the Home Energy
Manager (HEM) is controlling devices so as to meet user’s
comfort requirements and utility grid requests. The HEM has
a layered structure, in which each layer is deputed to manage
requests issued from devices, and it operates decisions basing
on specific optimization objectives and resource allocation.
Each device communicates its consumption request to the
HEM, which computes a priority-based execution pool using
information on users comfort settings, processes deadlines and
operational constraints. The lowest layer, so-called Admission
Controller, manages the requests in real time with an online
scheduling logic. Requests that are rejected, because of lack of
available power or low priority, are bounced to the intermediate
level, called Load Balancer, which is based on a mixed-
integer optimization model. It schedules the requests in order
to minimize the energy expenses, while respecting processes
deadlines and capacity constraints. The third layer, called
Demand Response Manager (DRM), is deputed to exchange
information from the grid on load shaving, load shifting, and
it can bid on energy market. Different MAS solutions for
distributed HAS were presented in [36], [37], [38]. Agents are
designed to represent different devices and coordinate their
operation with other agents competing over available power

from the shared grid connection.

C. Building representation

1) Single DER: Most of HAS for demand side manage-
ment supervise all controllable units present in the building.
When considering a building as a single DER, all global
constrains (power, temperature, availability of devices) need
to be managed locally by scheduling. For example HAS cen-
trally optimize the device schedule based on some objectives:
minimizing the energy price while maintaining user comfort
[33] or maintain power consumption set-point while respecting
device’s operation time and power constrains [34]. With a
single HAS or a gateway needed to interface to the external
VPP controller, interoperability between all multi-vendor and
multi-technology devices and the home gateway or controller
becomes an issue. OGEMA (Open Gateway Energy Man-
agement Alliance) [39] offers a software platform providing
methods for reading and sending data to heterogeneous devices
in the house using specific, vendor defined drivers. OGEMA
encompasses units description models and application drivers,
and it is designed to be hardware-independent [39].

2) Collection of DERs: Distributed building control sys-
tems were proposed in many publications such as [37], [38],
[40] with effective use of negotiation between subsystems or
particular devices existing in the space. In this approach the
devices’ operation is scheduled to achieve overall system goal,
for example energy conservation or maintaining aggregated
power set-point. The flexibility interface [41], defining DER
information model for communication between a VPP con-
troller and the DER, was developed in iPower project. The
flexibility interface scheme is proposed for every DER type.
To represent a building in the flexibility interface information
model, subsystems need to be represented as separate DERs.
All house DERs, for example light ing and heating systems,
need a separate flexibility interface model and are controlled
independently. Interconnections and internal influences, for
example between heating and ventilation subsystems, need to
be addressed at the VPP level.

VI. CONTROL COMPARISON CRITERIA AND SIMULATION
TOOLS

In order to choose the right DER control strategy for a
required Demand Side Management application, a comparison
criteria need to be defined. In this paper we propose several
requirements that can be a base of comparison between differ-
ent control approaches. Examples of comparison criteria and
a short description of how different control strategies fulfill
specific requirement is presented in Table I.

The service delivery performance can be compared be-
tween different DER control approaches. This criteria depends
on the offered service and optimization algorithm used to
control DERs. The speed of activation and deactivation is
needed for ancillary services, overall performance of DERs
or its aggregation is important for load shedding service.

In order to quantify the comparison between different
DER control approaches, a simulation tool or experimental
environment is needed. Laboratory set-up might be to small
to test scalability requirement and implement market based
control strategies, large filed test might not be available for



TABLE I. COMPARISON OF DER CONTROL STRATEGIES BASED ON CHOSEN REQUIREMENTS.

Requirement DER control strategy
Autonomous control Indirect control Transactional control Direct control

Communication Communication
links

Only for activation and deac-
tivation of the service.

One way communication or an acces-
sible server with current signal.

Two way Two way

Size of exchanged
data

None Continuous signal: small packet;
schedule: defined size schedule.

During negotiation time: small to
medium size of bids.

During configuration time: detailed
information about the unit(large,
DER specific size); for continuous
signal: small packet, schedule: de-
fined size schedule.

Frequency of data
exchange

None Continuous signal: 5 min-1 hour,
schedule: daily.

Frequency of negotiations: hourly or
intra-hour. for every negotiation iter-
ation: frequent data exchange (intra-
second); rarely for service delivery
monitoring (intra-hour).

For direct power control: depends
on the service offered, for exam-
ple congestion management 1 min;
scheduled operation: daily; delta con-
sumption and differed operation: for
example for load shedding is event
driven, could be sent daily.

Communication in-
frastructure

No communication needed,
no remote interfaces, acti-
vation deactivation interface
needed (can be manual).

Wired (eg UDP over Ethernet, web
service), radio, GSM; no reliable con-
nection needed.

Reliable high-speed connection. Reliable connection, not necessarily
high-speed.

Addressability of
DERs

None Not required Required Required

Controllability Dependency on
other parties

Independent Depended; if a schedule is provided
it can be independent for a period of
time.

Dependent Depended; with a schedule can be
independent for a period of time.

Additional parties
(e.g. Aggreagator,
market)

No additional parties needed. Sophisticated external controller or
aggregator is needed with a prediction
of the DER behavior. For price-based
indirect control economical calcula-
tions of price are needed.

Market infrastructure is needed. If
the minimum market bid is large,
aggregator is required.

External controller with detailed in-
formation about the DER description,
capabilities (including flexibility) and
state.

DER responsive-
ness to a control
signal

Not responsive The behavior of the DER is not cer-
tain, because of autonomous decisions
taken within DER.

The DER response is certain,
guarded by market agreements and
monitored.

The DER response is certain, stated
in the contract and monitored.

Markets Contract No No Yes, accepted marked bid is consid-
ered a short contract.

Yes, typically long term contract.

Market integration No Possible through external aggregator. Yes Possible through external aggregator.
Security Privacy of DER

data exchange
High privacy, no data ex-
change.

High privacy, no data exchange. Hight privacy since only bids are ex-
changed without information about
bidding strategy.

Privacy issues can be a problem due
to exchange of detailed data about the
DER.

Scalability Scalable solution Yes Yes Yes No

such study. Simulation tools are very appropriate to produce
quantitative results for comparison between different control
approaches. A required simulation tool need to include do-
mains of power system, and communication network, house
and appliance models, HAS models. User behavior domain
can also be added, especially in the context of control of
residential houses. No such single simulation exist, but a
co-simulation concept can be used to combine simulations
from different domains. Ongoing international efforts in co-
simulations in the context of the power system are resulting in
creating frameworks to run several simulations together. The
need to create multi-domain simulations was recognized Eu-
ropean Energy Research Alliance (EERA)2, Joint Programme
on Smart Grids published a list of useful simulations that can
be combined [42]. An example of a promising framework
for co-simulation is Mosaik3 developed by OFFIS. Mosaik
a modular platform for the evaluation of Smart Grid control
mechanisms and offers interfaces for many popular simulations
[43], proposes a formal scenario description and a control
specification [44]. Extension of Mosaik with a communication
network is needed to simulate different DER control strategies
and compare results on the same use case and scenario.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Power balance in grids with a high share of DER can be im-
proved by buildings’ responsiveness to signals or commands.

2http://www.eera-set.eu/
3http://mosaik.offis.de/

Many demand response controllers have been implemented
and tested, some were deployed and verified in field tests.
Different approaches were studied in order to achieve effective,
scalable and incorporable architecture solutions. This paper
presented an overview on load control policies for demand
side management in buildings, and proposes a framework DSM
controllers classification based on different characteristics.

This classification can be used for comparing different load
control policies for smart buildings, it provides an overview
of different DSM systems, it can help in the definition of
controller specifications, and put forward a point of view for
controllers standardization. A quantitative comparison between
different approaches is very important, but it can only be done
when appropriate co-simulation tools are available in the near
future.
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